Our Commitment To Sustainability
Our range of Australian made environmental protection solutions

The Enretech Difference
Globally, organisations both large and small, are recognising the need to address sustainability. And not just in their
products and services, but throughout all levels of their supply chain - from sourcing and procurement through to
the factory floor and beyond.
Enretech understands and has been addressing the need for stronger business-wide sustainability for over 20 years.
As an Australian-based manufacturer, we are a pioneer in the environmental protection sector. With a commitment
to innovation, we have drawn on many years of experience and research to develop and refine our completely
organic, 100% biodegradable, non-toxic spill and soil remediation solutions for industry and related services.
Unlike largely imported ‘poly’ and ‘kitty’ litter products, our leading spill management products and bioremediation
solutions are home-grown, made from responsibly sourced, recycled cotton waste and sourced from Australian farms.
Our natural, organic products are designed to perform to the highest standards in terms of ease of use, absorbency
and biodegradability. And the proof is there – our flagship product, Kleen Sweep, remains the #1 absorbent for hard
surfaces.
Industries are realising that there no longer needs to be a trade-off between efficacy and sustainability. In this
brochure you’ll discover Enretech’s range of eco-friendly products and their benefits, showing sustainability without
compromise is a now real and valuable option for your business.

Eco-friendly

Safe

Biodegradable

Our sorbent treatment technologies
are made using only organic
materials – primarily cotton and
recycled cellulose.

Our sorbents contain no hazardous
or toxic materials and are safe
to use without requiring special
equipment or training.

Our organic range of absorbents
do not leach, are 100%
biodegradable and disposable in
landfill (EPA dependant).

Cost-effective

Australian-made

Tested

Our highly effective and highly
absorbent products minimise
downtime spent cleaning and
required product needed to resolve
spills.

We are a wholly Australian-owned
company who manufacture our
range of environmental solutions
in NSW, and have been for 20+
years.

Tested extensively as per USEPA,
USDA, ASTM, CGSB and ISO, and
meet or exceed international,
Australian EPA, and Worksafe
requirements.
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Our Commitment To Sustainability
Our best-selling products from our environmental protection range
Product
number

Size

Image

Product name

Product description

Sustainable criteria

Remediation products
ENR010
ENR011

10kg bag
20L pail

Remediator

Remediator is a soil decontaminant
that has been charged with oildegrading, naturally-occurring and
supplementary micro-organisms. It
contains all of the necessary components
for rapid breakdown of hydrocarbon
contaminants.

90% made from
recycled cellulose
(cotton)

Industrial absorbents
ENR020
ENR021
ENR022

10KG bag
20L pail
5KG bag

Absorbent
Kleen Sweep

Kleen Sweep is a multi-purpose
particulate absorbent made from
renewable natural by-products, absorbs
up to 10x more than other available
products, and is 100% biodegradable

90% made from
recycled cellulose
(cotton)

ENR025

10KG bag

Absorbent
Xtrasorb
(cellusorb)

Xtrasorb is a cellulose oil & fuel absorbent
for use on water. It is completely
biodegradable and will absorb up to 19x
its own weight in oil based products even when wet.

90% made from
recycled cellulose
(cotton)

Booms, socks & pillows
ENR035

35CM sq (5)

Absorbent
pillow

The Universal Pillows is an
environmentally-friendly alternative
designed for use on all hard surfaces to
absorb and contain spills of a wide range
of water-based liquids.

80% made from
cellulose

ENR036
ENR040
ENR041
ENR043

1.2M x 10CM
1.2M x 10CM
2.4M x 10CM
3M x 10CM

Absorbent
socks

The Enretech Sock is an environmentally
friendly alternative to polypropylene
products, deigned for spill containment
and absorption, especially for ongoing
spill prone areas.

80% made from
cellulose

ENR121

1000ML sach
(20)

Absorbent
infect waste

Enretech BettaClean is a powerful organic
absorbent powder that quickly absorbs
human or animal waste and bodily fluids.

90% made from
cellulose (cotton)

Spill response kits
• We have over 20 spill kits within our range. Please contact the Enretech team if you require a full list
• You can easily and efficiently replenish your spill kit via Enretech’s online audit and refill tool via the QR code on your kit
• We also provide a range of spill containment solutions sold under the Enretech Plus brand

ENR091

Transport Spill
Kit (small)

The Transport Spill Kit is a compact
solution designed for service vehicles,
transport trucks, small workshops or
any location where storage space is at
a minimum. It is suitable for containing
and cleaning up any fuel or oil based
liquids.

ENR100

Service Station
Spill Kit

The Service Station Spill Kit is designed
for petrol stations, depots, workshops,
and warehouses, to contain and clean up
hydrocarbon spills.

ENR089

Universal Spill
Kit

Able to contain and clean up both oil and
water-based liquid spills, the Universal
Spill Kit is designed to be used by any
business that has identified risks due to
spilt liquids.
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90% of absorbents
within the spill kits
are made from
recycled cellulose
(cotton). Spill kit
bins and gloves are
not bio-degradable.

Scan me!

